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Meditating on the Angelic Kingdom
Today’s advanced webinar will teach you about the octaves of the Great Continuum where
angels can be encountered, the nine orders of angels, show you three methods on how to invoke
them, reveal how they interface with your life, and how they are involved with the ministry of the
Masters. Let us begin.

Octaves of the Angels
Angels can be encountered at the following locations in the Superconscious mind:
Subtle Realm
-2. Middle Subtle – in the myths of the Subtle Mental and Subtle Intellectual Planes
-1. Lower Astral – the dark angels and the angels of death [Note: we do not recommend
that you meditate on these dark beings. These are the octaves of angels that Occult
Adepts, their occult initiates, and the groups that dwell in the Lower Astral Plane
invoke.]
Planetary Realm
1. Psychic Realm – in the Heavenly Realms Subplane, you discover their hierarchies here,
and they also appear as guides. You contact the three “personal angels” at this level.
2. First Exoteric – angels appear as archetypes in this realm.
3. First Mesoteric – this is where you find the nine orders of angels.
4. Second Initiation – this is the octave at which the Ascended Masters interface with the
angels. At this level, the Ascended Masters are able to summon and work with octaves 1
to 3. These Initiates also work with the angels of the Mystic Orders and Mystery Schools
of the First Esoteric Initiation.
5. Third Initiation – the angels become visible on the Angels and Devas Subplane.
6. Planetary Hierarchy – the 15˚ Master directly works with the angels in octaves 1 to 5.
Transplanetary Realm
7. The Transplanetary Angelic Kingdom – this is where the Souls of angels dwell.
Cosmic Sphere
8. The First Cosmic Initiation – Angels can be seen in the Cosmic Astral and in the
heavenly realms in the proximity of Brahman
9a. The Cosmic Angelic Realm – this is where the Astral Soul of the Cosmic Angels dwell,
on the Plane above the Fifth Cosmic Initiation
9b. Cosmic Hierarchy – The 13˚ Cosmic Master works with the angels in octaves 8 and 9a.
Supracosmic Sphere
10. Supracosmic Paths – Angels appear on selected Supracosmic paths, particularly those of
the Allah and Orzhmad Planes.
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11. Angelic Loka of Existence – This is the third Loka of Existence, where the Supracosmic
Soul of the Supracosmic Angels dwells.
Transcendental Sphere
12. Angels of the Transcendental Paths – You can view the angels on each of the
Transcendental Paths, the Bridge Path and T1 to T7—the most abundant presentation
of angels is on T4, where they inhabit nearly every Plane of this Path.
13. Satchitananda of the Angels – This is the origin of the Alaya that animates their living
presence through octaves 12, 11, 9a, 7, 5, 3, and 1. Some angels will also manifest
archetypal forms on octaves 10, 8, 2, and -2. The Dark Angels of the Lower Astral are
split off from Satchitananda, and only manifest on octave -1 through the power of
Lucifer, the Lord of the Lower Astral.
We will do meditations in this class that interface with octaves 1, 3, and 4.

The Nine Orders of the Angels
In the First Mesoteric Initiation, there are nine orders of the angels, which we describe in the
Mudrashram® Correspondence Course. The Angelic Hierarchy appears on the Plane above Heaven.
We quote from the course about the angels of the Angelic Hierarchy:
“The Angelic Hierarchy consists of nine realms of spiritual beings, who act as Divine
messengers, minister the Divine Light, and serve humanity. These spiritual intelligences
have different functions according to their Ray. The nine orders of this Hierarchy have been
called:”
1. Seraphim
2. Cherubim
3. Thrones
4. Dominions
5. Virtues
6. Powers
7. Principalities
8. Angels
9. Archangels
“Each nodal point [in this Plane of the First Mesoteric Initiation] corresponds to a different
realm in this spiritual [e.g., angelic] hierarchy.”
[Angels who operate on each of the Seven Rays have a slightly different mission:]
“First Ray angels are called warrior angels and destroy evil in its many forms. The Archangel
Michael acts on the First Ray.”
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“Second Ray angels take the role of counselors and teachers to human beings. Archangel
Gabriel, who revealed himself to the Prophet Mohammed, works on the Second Ray.”
“Third Ray angels are builders of human civilizations and their institutions. There are angels
of the Third Ray, who watch over libraries, civic centers, museums, schools and universities,
and religious churches and temples.”
“Fourth Ray angels inspire the artistic creations of literature, painting, sculpture, poetry,
music, and other forms of art. Angelic-inspired art personifies the struggles of the human
spirit, depicts scriptural or religious themes, portray saints or religious heroes, and uplifts the
human imagination to thoughts of worship, piety, prayer, and meditation.”
“Fifth Ray angels deal with the pursuit of objective truth and scientific discovery,
investigation and detection of criminal wrong doing and bringing miscreants to justice, and
righting inequities and injustices in the fabric of society—overcoming poverty, racism, and
so on.”
“Sixth Ray angels are often called guardian angels or protector angels. They amplify the
warnings of your intuition and conscience, whisper spiritual guidance, help you to make
correct decisions to get out of difficult circumstances, breathe encouragement when you are
starting to lose hope, and actively save your life when it is not your time to die.”
“Seventh Ray angels set up the rhythms and rituals behind human endeavor: the rituals of
scholastic study, work, birth, marriage, death, religious ceremonies, and celebrations of
secular and religious holidays. Seventh Ray angels bring in the traditions that help people
identify as family, as ethnic and racial group, as members of a social group or institution, as
citizens of a nation. Seventh Ray angels also act to help human beings adjust to the natural
seasons and live in harmony with the natural world. They also help people develop mental
habits that lead to success and prosperity. They empower symbols with meaning, and
protect flags and monuments of national remembrance.”

Calling upon the Angels
There are three major methods that the groups of the Planetary Realm use: angelic incantation;
visualization, remembrance, and invocation; and prayer to selected angels.
Incantation – This first method uses invocations in the tongues of angels to call upon the
angels. These special incantations act like mantras to lift human attention into the presence
of the angels at different orders. This is the level of invocation that Ascended Masters
(octave 4) and Adept Masters (octave 6) use to commune with the angels and summon them
to work on spiritual ministry projects.
1. E • low • ah [this incantation is used to commune with your guardian angel]
2. E • lahm • ay
3. E • lie • em
4. E • sahm • heh
5. E • low • heem [this incantation is used to call upon Archangels]
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6. E • yah • vaim
7. E • low • hum [this calls upon the fiery angels in the Presence of God]
Visualization, remembrance, and invocation – In the second method, you visualize the angel and
remember its presence. Then you invoke it and ask it to assist you in a specific way. For
example, you might call upon Archangel Metatron [the “Christ” of the Angels] as follows:

The Archangel Metatron
[For more information about this angel, go to http://www.colourvibes.co.uk/archangel-metatron/

Visualize Archangel Metatron, and remember his presence. You would then invoke him, for
example, “Archangel Metatron, be with me now as I minister the Light of Healing to [name
of your client.”]
Groups in the Psychic Realm in the Heavenly Realms Subplane and the Pleiadean Vortex
Subplane use this method. Several groups also link this practice of invoking an archangel to a
transformational technique that resembles Kriya Yoga, called the Merkaba method. [We
don’t recommend aspirants should tamper with the delicate balance of the vehicles of the
Subplanes of the Psychic Realm through using the Merkaba Method, which is discussed in
passing in the article referenced.]
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Prayer to the angels – This third type of invocation calls upon the angels in the nine orders of
the First Mesoteric Initiation. Those who are given the spiritual service of angelic ministry at
octave 3—this may be bestowed upon a saint, one dwelling in the throne of a Mystic Order,
a Hierophant or Lodge initiate of one of the Mystery Schools, or one who has activated the
Ascended Master form—can commune with the angels at this level.
This type of ministry is most common on the Fourth Ray, where aspirants are trained to
commune with the angels to do healing. In the First Exoteric Initiation, they learn to invoke
the angels of the elements [earth, water, fire, air, and ether], the angel of life, the angel of the
mind, and the Angel of the Presence.
When this is encoded in the form of a saint, it grants the aspirant the ability to call upon the
angels and have them send their Light to minister to the different levels of the psyche of
those who receive this attunement through five pathways:
•

Healing (physical and etheric octave)

•

Comfort (emotional octave)

•

Guidance (mental octave)

•

Revelation (higher mental octave)

•

Lifting others into spiritual rapture (spiritual octave)

How the Masters Work with the Angels
The Masters utilize the angels on their Ray to amplify the Light. Angels are the carriers of the
Light, and focalize the Light through the five pathways we described above.
Ray
1

Keynote

Angelic Pathway

Minor Attunements

Major Attunements

Initiation

Spiritual [to the Soul]

Mantra

2

Illumination

Higher Mental [to the
Illumined Mind (Buddhi)]

Guru Kripa [combines the
attunements of Ray 1, 2, 5, 6,
and 7]

3

Guidance

Mental [to the personality]

Will attunement
Mental attunement

Jnana

4

Healing

Physical and Etheric [to
the physical etheric matrix]

Etheric attunement
Physical attunement

Agni, Dharma

5

Conscious
Ascension

Spiritual [to the attentional
principle and attention]

Raja
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Ray

6

7

Keynote

Angelic Pathway

Comforter

Emotional [to the core of
human emotions “heart”] and
spiritual [to the spirit]

Resurrection

Spiritual [to the Kundalini,
awakening and purifying the
vehicles of consciousness]

Minor
Attunements
Emotional
attunement

Major Attunements

Nada

Kundalini

Since Light Sittings are essentially the Guru Kripa attunement done with a group, the work of
the angels plays a significant role in augmenting the power of the Light, so that your experience of
the Light is enhanced.

Angels in Your Life
Most individuals have three angels who work with them. You typically encounter these angels in
the Heavenly Realms Subplane. These three angels are:
1. Guardian Angel – this angel protects you and your home from harm.
2. Creative Angel (Muse) – this angel connects you with the your Soul’s creative genius and
its Soul Purpose.
3. Angel of the Ray Stream (Angelic Guide) – this angel provides watch care over your
Soul. Your overshadowing Initiate(s) on your Ray work through this angel to amplify
their ministry to you. This angel often appears to you as an angelic guide, particularly
through the Psychic Realm.

Meditation on your three personal angels
You can ask your three angels to reveal themselves to you through the following invocations:
1. Oh my guardian angel, please reveal thyself to me and let me know you are present with
me.
2. Oh my Soul’s muse, please reveal thyself to me and show me your activity.
3. Oh my angelic guide, reveal your ministry to my Soul. Be with me in my meditations that
I may see, hear, feel, and know the many mansions of the Living God and draw nigh to
His Presence in every World of Light.
We encourage you to familiarize yourself with these three angels who overshadow your life, and
to understand who the angels are, and how they work with humanity.
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Thank you for attending our webinar today!
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